
NEPTUNE PLUS

Built upon FDF’s patented twin tank technology, the Neptune Plus is a rowing 

platform like no other with the sensory experience of rowing a boat on water 

and the water resistance to match. Find a training challenge that’s right for 

you by adjusting the Fluid Force with an audible, tactile selector that adjusts 

the water rowing resistance.

Easy to assemble and ready to row, this rower has the scale to support 

progressive training and multiple users.

A sensory water rowing experience

INDOOR FLUID ROWER

Petite perfection
Priding ourselves on innovation, we couldn’t resist the challenge to design a compact and economical rowing platform that could still deliver 4 

intense levels of Fluid Force. The result - the Neptune Plus is a lethal weapon in a small package.

This compact indoor rower has a vertical footprint of only 52 x 52cm (20.47 x 20.47”), and features concealed transport wheels for easy stowaway.

Pivoting foot plates improve leg drive ergonomics and a shaped, textured seat ensures a smooth glide with every stroke. The Neptune Plus can be 

partnered with our Seat Back kit for additional lumbar support. 
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Fitness products made by FDF are inspired by real life. From rowing a 
boat on water to running or cycling your favourite track, our designs are 
engineered to simulate exercise you’re passionate about.

FDF Fluid Force, a unique water resistance technology, underpins our 
diverse range of full body fitness solutions. With Fluid Force you can row 
harder, train smarter and build strength faster. 

Distributed in every continent across the globe, our FluidRower, 
FluidPowerZone and ergometer ranges are loved by athletes, sports 
trainers, medical professionals and health conscious individuals. We’re 
passionate about our brand and we stand behind the craftsmanship of 
every fitness machine we make.

ABOUT FIRST DEGREE FITNESS

NEPTUNE PLUSPRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

A HOME GYM 
FAVOURITE.

 

+  4 x Fluid Force with audible and tactile, selector dial

+  Ergonomic handle for optimal grip and professional stroke

+  Multi-level computer with USB connectivity 

+  Compatible with FDF Seat Back Kit for additional lumbar support

+  Compact footprint and vertical storage option – 1990 x 520mm (78.35 x 20.47”),   
or upright 520 x 520mm (20.47 x 20.47”) 

+  Max user weight – 150kg (330lbs)

+  5 year warranty guarantee

4 x Fluid Force Plus tank Audible and tactile resistance selectorTransport wheels

Elevated legs

New impeller design for 
greater resistance

Secure, pivoting 
footplates

Textured finish 
to prevent 
slipping

Durable belt with 
re-coil system

Ergonomic handle

Rubber stoppers 
for stability

Concealed 
transport wheels

Double sealed 
precision aligned 
twin tank

Contoured seat, smooth action


